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1 Some distinctions

� Political in�uence

Are actions of o¢ cial legal?

Assumption: laws enforced correctly

In�uence money buys new �rules�or policies

� Corruption

Actions of o¢ cial illegal

Enforcement of laws not assumed, but issue analyzed�
so enforcement endogenously determined

Money buys overlooking of �rules��or escape from
o¢ cial harassment that abuses laws



Note:

1. Distinction above mostly analytic. After all, giving
money to a legislator to vote for a law does constitute
corruption.

So do we have a de�nition of corruption? Let�s settle on:

* Use of public property for private ends�e.g. sale of
public property for private gain

* Any actions by public servant that violate his/her con-
tract with employer (society)

2. Models of corruption focus on calculus of o¢ cial when
contemplating corrupt acts, and

(sometimes) calculus of social planner when setting up
institutions trying to minimize the social costs of corrup-
tion



A constitutionalist�s problem: Designing society�s
institutions

* Consider problem of designing the �right� institutions
under which society (and o¢ cials) should operate, in or-
der to minimize the costs of corruption

* This requires a theory of how o¢ cials (and those who
pay them bribes) will behave under di¤erent institutions

* We need to have candidate set of institutions, and,
through a theory, map them to outcomes. Then com-
pare outcomes, and �nd best set of institutions (�ideal
constitution�)

(An aside: what are institutions? Consider them the
�rules�for the game players play)



Building blocks for a theory of behavior of corrupt o¢ -
cials:

� the role of incentives (e.g. wages)

� the role of monitoring

� the role of attitudes to risk

� the role of controls/upper tiers in hierarchy

� the role of competition among o¢ cials

� the interaction pattern between o¢ cials and private
parties (repeated interaction?)



2 The compensation of enforcers

Becker and Stigler (1974) proposed two methods:

1. Paying higher wages and monitoring performance to
make honest behavior attractive enough. Charge entry
fee to o¢ cials to make strategy costless for the state.

2. Making enforcers �partners�of victims in claiming com-
pensation from o¤enders

We look at method in 1



2.1 Using wage incentives & monitoring

to deter corruption

* O¢ cial lives for two periods, 1 and 2

* O¢ cial can receive earnings v in alternative occupation

* O¢ cial can obtain bribe b for not correctly enforcing
law

Example: overlooking bad sanitary condition of restau-
rant

* State spends money in monitoring o¢ cial. If bribery
takes place, detected with probability p; �re detected of-
�cials

* Discount factor � = 1
1+r > 0

* Hidden assumptions? (b independent of p)

* Problem for constitutionalist: �nd minimum wages
wi (i=1,2) that will deter bribery



Work backwards, beginning with period 2. Assume a set
of wages w1, w2 is in place

If o¢ cial does his duty, he receives w2

If he does not, he gets detected with prob. p, losing pe-
riod�s wages and bribe, and obtaining alternative earnings
v only. With prob. 1 � p, he is not detected, and gets
b+ w2

Expected payo¤ from malfeasance, then: pv+(1�p)(b+
w2)

To prevent bribery, w2 must make payo¤ from honest
behavior at least as attractive:

w2 � pv + (1� p)(b+ w2);)

) w2 � v +
(1� p)
p

b = w�2: (1)

Designer then wants to pay just w�2 to deter bribery in 2
at minimum cost



Now look at period 1.

Expected discounted payo¤s for honest and dishonest be-
havior in 1,

w1 + �w
�
2 and p[v + �v] + (1� p)[b+ w1 + �w�2]:

Hence, deterring bribery in 1 requires w1 to satisfy,

w1 + �w
�
2 � p[v + �v] + (1� p)[b+ w1 + �w�2])

) pw1 � pv + p�v + (1� p)b� p�w�2;

which, using (1), becomes,

pw1 � pv + (1� p)b+ p�v � p�[v +
(1� p)
p

b])

) pw1 � pv + (1� p)b� �(1� p)b)

) w1 � v + (1� �)
(1� p)
p

b = w�1; (2)

so w�1 is minimum bribe-deterrent wage in 1



Present value (PV) of lifetime corruption-proof wages
paid to o¢ cial is (use (2) and (1)):

w�1 + �w
�
2 = v + (1� �)(1� p)

p
b+ �v + �

(1� p)
p

b

= (1 + �)v +
(1� p)
p

b;

i.e. PV of what he could get elsewhere, plus overall PV
of corruption temptation

It would seem that if probability of detection p is low, or
opportunity of corruption b is high, designer would have
to spend a lot in extra wages to deter corruption

But even if overall extra wage payments (1�p)p b are high,
designer could charge an entry fee to public o¢ ce equal
to exactly (1�p)p b, and attain corruption deterrence for
free



Wrapping up�Observations

* Any examples of entrance fees to public o¢ ce?

* Central issue: use of higher wages to deter undesirable
behavior (related to �e¢ ciency wages�literature)

* Can we say anything about how parameters re�ecting
environment will a¤ect extent of corruption?

* What about an o¢ cial that can choose level of bribes?
Then designer�s choice of institutions would have to con-
sider impact on Of�s behavior. Can we get a model in-
corporating this?



3 Choosing the optimal bribe

Let�s construct model in spirit of Cadot (1987) (quite
modi�ed)

Suppose a �rm has to request operation permit from of-
�cial (Of) that has discretion to give it/deny it (perhaps
on the basis of some test or assessment)

Firm values permit in amount v 2 [0;1) known to �rm
but unknown to Of. Of regards v as drawn from distrib-
ution F (v) with density f(v). Firm�s payo¤ linear in v
and money

Uf = I:v � b;

where I is an indicator variable =1 if permit is approved,
0 otherwise

When faced with a bribe request b, �rm decides to pay
i¤ b � v



Of meets one �rm every period t. Of lives for ever, but
�rms for one period only. Of�s payo¤ linear in money

UOf = b:

Problem for the o¢ cial: what bribe to ask for?

Higher bribe is better, but less likely �rm will pay

Firms that do not pay, immediately (and costlessly) �le
a complaint on higher tier of administration

If denounced, Of is kept in his position with probability
a, and �red with prob. 1� a

(So we can see a as proportion of accomplices Of has in
upper tier of hierarchy, or in judiciary)

If �red, Of makes zero in alternative occupations



Of then faces the following probabilities,

Prob[bribe b not paid & denounced] = P [v < b]=F (b);

P rob[Of �red after bribe request] = F (b)(1� a);
P rob[Of not �red after bribe request] = 1� (1� a)F (b):

The o¢ cial then chooses optimal bribe to ask for by solv-
ing,

Max
b

fV = [1� (1� a)F (b)](w+b+�V ) + F (b)(1-a):0g ;

or, Max
b

(
V =

[1� (1� a)F (b)]
1� �[1� (1� a)F (b)]

(w + b)

)
;



Max
b

8>>><>>>:V =

Nz }| {
[1� (1� a)F (b)]

1� �[1� (1� a)F (b)]| {z }
D

(w + b)

9>>>=>>>;
FOC is:

f-(1-a)f(b)f1-�[1-(1-a)F (b)]g
D2

�

� [1-(1-a)F (b)]�(1-a)f(b)
D2

g(w + b) + N
D
= 0;

or,

f-(1-a)f(b)+�(1-a)f(b)[1-(1-a)F (b)]g
D2

�

� �(1-a)f(b)[1-(1-a)F (b)]
D2

g(w + b) + N
D
= 0;

) �(1� a)f(b�)
D(b�)

(w + b�) +N(b�) = 0; (3)

characterizing optimal bribe b�

SOC left as an exercise...



3.1 Comparative statics

We want to obtain results telling us how the optimal bribe
characterized by (3) changes with parameters re�ecting
some aspect of reality (e.g. institutions set by designer)
Reminder:

Problem

Max
b
V (b; �);

where � is a parameter, yields FOC

Vb(b; �) = 0;

which characterizes optimal choice of b (denoted b�) and
de�nes implicit function b�(�). So FOC can be written,

Vb(b
�(�); �) = 0;

and then we can di¤erentiate wrt �, to obtain,

Vbb(b
�(�); �)

db�

d�
+ Vb�(b

�(�); �) = 0;



so,

db�

d�
= �Vb�(b

�(�); �)
Vbb(b

�(�); �)
;

where Vbb < 0 when SOC is satis�ed (so assume this, al-
though using more modern technique of monotone com-
parative statics this is not necessary, provided one can
show the objective function is supermodular).



So in order to know whether optimal bribe goes up or
down with parameter changes, we only need to know the
sign of Vb�(b

�(�); �). Remember,

Vb(b
�(w); w) =

-(1-a)f(b�(w))
D(b�(w))

[w+b�(w)]+N(b�(w)) = 0:

So we need to take partial derivative of Vb wrt to �.

Wage variations (� = w)

Vbw =
�(1� a)f(b�)

D
< 0;

so db�
dw = �Vbw(b

�(w);w)
Vbb(b

�(w);w) < 0, i.e. higher wages paid
make o¢ cial ask for lower bribe.

Intuition is simple: " w )less incentives to risk being
�red.



Note it is hard to say whether extent of corruption goes up
or down. If wages are raised, bribe requested is smaller,
but because of this, it is paid by more �rms (or with a
higher likelihood. Recall prob. of payment is 1� F (b)).

So note paying higher salaries in public sector could lead
to more petty, but more corruption.



The shadow of the future�discount factor variations
(� = �).

Remember FOC and D(:) = 1� �[1� (1� a)F (b)]);

Vb(b
�(�); �) =

-(1-a)f(b�(�))
D(b�(�); �)

[w+b�(�)]+N(b�(�)) = 0; or

-(1-a)f(b�(�))[w+b�(�)]+ D(b�(�); �)| {z }
1��[1�(1�a)F (b�)]

N(b�(�)) = 0;

so,

Vb�(b
�(�); �) = �[1� (1� a)F (b�)]N(:) < 0;

implying db
�

d� = �
Vb�(b

�(�);�)
Vbb(b

�(�);�) < 0, i.e. when the discount
factor is bigger and Of cares more about the future, the
bribe he asks for is smaller.

Reason: a more attractive future justi�es making �sacri-
�ce�of asking for a lower bribe today, and increase the
chance of not being �red so as to get to enjoy that future.



Corruption breeds corruption�variations in propor-
tion of accomplices in upper tier (� = a)

Again, recall FOC:

Vb(b
�(a); a) =

-(1-a)f(b�(a))
D(b�(a))

[w+b�(a)]+N(b�(a)) = 0; or

-(1-a)f(b�) ([w+b�)
1-�[1-(1-a)F (b�)]

+ [1� (1� a)F (b�)] = 0;

so

Vba(b
�(a); a) =

=
f(b�)D-(1-a)f(b�)�F (b�)

D2
(w+b�)+F (b�) =

=
f(b�)fD � (1� a)�F (b�)g

D2
(w + b�) + F (b�) =

=
f(b�)f1-�[1-(1-a)F (b�)]-(1-a)�F (b�)g

D2
(w+b�)+F (b�) =

=
f(b�)(w + b�)(1� �)

D2
+ F (b�) > 0;

telling us that db
�

da �
Vba(b

�(a);a)
Vbb(b

�(a);a) > 0, i.e. more accom-
plices in superior tier (higher a, or more chance of not
being �red if denounced) leads Of to ask for higher bribe.



4 Concluding remarks

� Higher wages lead to less aggressive bribe requests
in 2nd model, but could eliminate corruption in �rst

� Less concern about the future leads to more rapa-
cious bribe requests (in 2nd model�i.e. �steal like
there�s no tomorrow�e¤ect)

� More pervasive corruption in one tier/branch of gov-
ernment can, by decreasing e¤ective �monitoring in-
tensity lead to more aggressive bribe requests in an-
other branch�so corruption is, in that sense, conta-
gious

� In 2nd model more aggressive bribe requests lead to
�rms paying less often. So more aggressive corrup-
tion in terms of �prices� may mean less pervasive
corruption in terms of �quantities�



� Should we worry about money amounts in corrupt
deals or their frequency?

� Perhaps both. So program of designing �ideal soci-
ety�entails choosing what level of bribe requests the
designer should induce system to settle at. (What
parameters can designer a¤ect? )

� This requires explicit consideration to designer�s trade
o¤ between the two aspects

� 1st model assumes b is �xed. 2nd model assumes
Of can choose b and is ��shing� for bribes. Can
you think of other possible situations/models, and
of ideas for anti-corruption policy?


